EMR Connect

Integrates a patient’s community–shared
record within a clinician’s EMR
EMR Connect is used alongside the clinician’s own EMR, to provide rapid access to
an organised, filtered view of the patient’s shared record. The solution automatically
detects which patient record the clinician is viewing on their EMR, scans the shared
record, and notifies the clinician if additional patient information is available.
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Benefits of EMR Connect
Reliable Access to the
Shared Patient Record
EMR Connect offers a reliable way to access
detailed, well-organised, patient-specific health
information contained in a patient’s shared record,
enabling a high standard of patient care.

Easy Deployment

Time-Saving Desktop
Notifications
The notification system in EMR Connect alerts
the clinician when there is relevant information
about their patient in the shared record. This saves
clinicians time, as they can stay in their workflow,
only accessing the shared record when they’re sure
there’s new information available.

Flexible to Your Solution

EMR Connect can be downloaded and installed to
the desktop by your clinicians, making life easy for
your IT department and saving deployment cost.

EMR Connect works with Orion Health Amadeus
or Coordinate. It can be selected as an add-on for
either solution.

Key Features
EMR Integration

Community Record Access

EMR Connect integrates the community-wide record
to the desktop EMR system. It has been developed
with a modular architecture that uses adapters to
identify context changes. As the clinician changes
the patient context in the EMR System,
EMR Connect automatically searches the
shared record for that patient.

The clinician has access to quick links to retrieve
patient-specific information. They can launch
Amadeus Clinical Portal with the patient already
selected, to view additional detail about their Allergies,
Conditions, Medications. They can also upload and
share Allergies, Conditions and Medications to the
Community Record, enhancing data quality.

Care Pathways

Rich Security Model

While accessing or creating the shared patient
record, the clinician can enroll the patient in a Care
Pathway which the GP and Practice Nurse can
access through Orion Health Amadeus.

Amadeus includes a rich security model based on
the roles and attributes assigned to the user. It also
includes a privacy model that allows several levels
of accessibility. The application harnesses these
technologies to provide secure access to
authorised information only.

Future-proof your journey from Population Health to Precision Medicine.
Every step you take towards delivering personalised healthcare is valuable. Our end-to-end solution,
built on our Amadeus platform, with inclusive real-time analytics, clinical, patient engagement and
enterprise applications, will future-proof your journey.
orionhealth.com/global/products/emrconnect
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